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PRO-ENVIRONMENT PAPER
The thinning of ozone layer is already a great threat to humanity. The use of CFC containing products, the emission of carbon monoxide and the exposure to
toxic wastes must be limited if not shunned. 

One simple contribution to mother Earth will be the use of pro-environment paper. One ream or 500 sheets of paper uses approximately 6% of an average
size tree. Imagine the waste of natural resources if we keep on wasting so much paper. People needs help to carry on a healthy and sound environment. Thus,
we can achieve this through cooperation.

Recycling is no longer a problem. Paper can now be bleached to achieve the brightness of virgin paper. Gone are the days of dingy gray ‘left-over’ paper. It is
amazing how used paper can still look clear, smooth, bright and white after undergoing the recycling process. 

Paper can be recycled twelve times at most. This is before the fibers become too short and no longer appropriate for further use.

It is good to know that you are helping the environment without sacrificing the quality. Portable printers as well as professional offset presses have already
adjusted to the sweeping change. Printers become more and more experienced and the discovery of different methods to ensure the best results made it
more demandable.

Recycled paper used to cost a lot more. But now the price is down. This is because the demand is getting bigger and bigger. Perhaps, people are already more
cautious and conscious of the world and the impending hazards.

Some grades of recycled paper cost lesser than virgin paper. Others are far lesser. With regards to virgin paper, specialty paper is more costly than
conventionally used grades.

To get the best priced recycled paper it is advisable to plan ahead and take advantage of time. Another, you can also take advantage of a wide-array selection
of recycled paper. 

Los Angeles brochures, newsletters, letterheads can be printed in these recycled high-quality paper. We all know that varying printing projects need varying
paper considerations. Thus, it is advisable to seek professional recommendations coming from printing companies.

 


